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Abstract

With the increasing use of machine-learning
driven algorithmic judgements, it is critical to
develop models that are robust to evolving or
manipulated inputs. We propose an extensive
analysis of model robustness against linguistic
variation in the setting of deceptive news detec-
tion, an important task in the context of misin-
formation spread online. We consider two pre-
diction tasks and compare three state-of-the-
art embeddings to highlight consistent trends
in model performance, high confidence mis-
classifications, and high impact failures. By
measuring the effectiveness of adversarial de-
fense strategies and evaluating model suscep-
tibility to adversarial attacks using character-
and word-perturbed text, we find that character
or mixed ensemble models are the most effec-
tive defenses and that character perturbation-
based attack tactics are more successful.

1 Introduction

Over two-thirds of US adults get their news from
social media, but over half (57%) “expect the
news they see on social media to be largely in-
accurate” (Shearer and Matsa, 2018). A 2020
Reuters Institute global news survey found a simi-
lar trend with 56% of respondents concerned with
misinformation in online news (Newman et al.,
2020). There are online and offline impacts from
the spread of misinformation or deceptive news sto-
ries within online communities. However, the rate
at which new content is submitted to social media
platforms is a significant obstacle for approaches
that require manual identification, annotation, or in-
tervention. In recent efforts, evaluation has focused
on aggregate performance metrics on test sets often
collected from social media platforms like Twit-
ter, Facebook, or Reddit (Rubin et al., 2016; Mitra
et al., 2017; Wang, 2017) but these platforms are
not representative in regards to user demographics

or topics of discussion. Further, aggregate perfor-
mance metrics are not sufficient to provide insight
on generalizable performance.

When we consider the identification of deceptive
news online — where humans often disagree on or
challenge the judgements of others (Karduni et al.,
2018, 2019; Ott et al., 2011) — we need more rig-
orous evaluations of model decisions, with a focus
on expected performance across varied or manip-
ulated inputs. Our work examining reliability of
performance when faced with linguistic variations
is a step towards comprehensively understanding
model robustness that may highlight inequalities in
cases of failure. Although machine learning models
are often leveraged for their ability to tackle rapid
response at scale, it is critical to understand nu-
anced model biases and the significant downstream
consequences of model decisions on users.

A known gap exists in our understanding of un-
derlying machine learning decision-making pro-
cesses, particularly with deep learning “black-box”
models. The use of traditional, aggregate metrics
for model performance, such as accuracy or F1
score, are not sufficient in pursuit of this under-
standing. We argue that evaluations need to ex-
plicitly measure the extent to which model per-
formance is affected by data with a varied topic
distribution. Evaluations highlighting when mod-
els are correct, which examples can provide expla-
nations, and clarification or reasoning for why a
user should trust a given model are well-aligned
with recent themes in research on machine learn-
ing interpretability, trust, fairness, accountability,
and reliability (Lipton, 2018; Doshi-Velez and Kim,
2017; Hohman et al., 2018).

In this paper, we perform an adversarial model
evaluation across two multimodal deception pre-
diction tasks to identify which defensive strategies
are most successful across a variety of attacks. Our
main contribution is a framework of analysis for
model robustness across variations in linguistic sig-
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nals and representations that may be encountered in
real-world applications of digital deception models
(e.g., natural linguistic differences, evolving tactics
from deceptive adversaries to evade detection). In
particular, we present evaluations on the suscep-
tibility of widely used text embeddings to naive
adversarial attacks, which types of text perturba-
tions lead to the most high-confident errors, and
to what extent our findings are task specific. The
perturbed text emulates real examples of linguistic
variations, e.g. non-native speakers, spelling mis-
takes, or shortened online speech. Our evaluations
reveal how models react to perturbed text which
we argue is a likely occurrence when deployed in a
real-world setting.

2 Related Work

With the increasing concern for the impact of misin-
formation and deceptive news content online, many
studies have explored or developed models that de-
tect such news. Recent efforts focus on identifying
a spectrum of deception: from binary classification
of content as suspicious and trustworthy (Volkova
et al., 2017) to a more fine-grained separation
within deceptive classes (e.g., propaganda, hoax,
satire) (Rashkin et al., 2017). Additional work has
explored the behavior of malicious users and bots
(Glenski and Weninger, 2018; Kumar et al., 2017,
2018) and spread patterns of misinformation or ru-
mors (Kwon et al., 2017; Vosoughi et al., 2018) to
aid in classification tasks. Strong evidence suggests
that enriched features such as images, temporal and
structural attributes, and linguistic features boost
model performance over dependence on textual
characteristics alone (Wang, 2017; Qazvinian et al.,
2011; Kwon et al., 2013). The need for effective,
trustworthy, and interpretable detection models is a
vital concern and must be an essential requirement
for models where decisions or recommendations
can significantly affect end users.

A variety of deep learning architectures applied
to deception detection tasks include convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) (Ajao et al., 2018; Wang,
2017; Volkova et al., 2017), long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM) models (Chen et al., 2018; Rath et al.,
2017; Zubiaga et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019) , and
LSTM variants with attention mechanisms (Guo
et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019). Architecture and other
aspects of neural network design typically depend
on the classification task and require specialized
hyperparameter tuning. In order to provide a fair

comparison of model evaluations across tasks and
for the purpose of consistency across experiments,
we implement a multimodal LSTM model similar
to recent work. Our approach allows for more ac-
curate comparisons of factors related to adversarial
susceptibility across classification tasks. Devel-
oping novel state-of-the-art models for deception
detection or comparing multiple architectures is
beyond the scope of this paper.

Although popularly used across many domains,
deep learning systems can be extremely brittle
when evaluated on examples outside of the training
data distribution (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Moosavi-
Dezfooli et al., 2017; Fawzi et al., 2018). Nguyen
et al (2015) have shown that small perturbations
in input data can cause highly probable misclas-
sifications. Further research demonstrates addi-
tional attacks that make neural networks more
susceptible to adversaries such as locally trained
DNNs to crafted adversarial inputs (Papernot et al.,
2016c,a) and gradient-based attacks (Biggio et al.,
2013). To counteract these offensive strategies,
proposed methods of defense include augmented
training data with adversarial examples (Tramèr
et al., 2018), training a separate model to distin-
guish genuine data from malicious data (Metzen
et al., 2017), and implementing a defensive distil-
lation mechanism to increase a model’s resiliency
to data poisoning (Papernot et al., 2016b). How-
ever, as defense strategies are created, new attacks
are continually developed to circumvent them (Car-
lini and Wagner, 2017). While there is a focus
on image perturbations and related attacks, textual
data is similarly vulnerable to such strategies (Gao
et al., 2018; Samanta and Mehta, 2017; Liang et al.,
2018)). The susceptibility of deception detection
models to text-based adversarial attacks as well
as the effectiveness of defense strategies have not
been extensively evaluated.

3 Methodology

In this section, we introduce our detection tasks,
models, and evaluation methods. We randomly per-
turb words or characters with their nearest neigh-
bors to mimic a low-effort adversarial attack (e.g.,
replacing words with synonyms) as opposed to
methods that assume an adversary has technical
expertise or require sophisticated augmentations
(e.g., gradient-based algorithms). We argue that
robustness against these low-effort attacks is a nec-
essary first step towards trustworthy models; these
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attacks are reflective of natural or unintentional
variations (e.g., misspellings, non-native speaker
discussions) as well as sophisticated strategies.

3.1 Deception Detection Tasks

We apply a comprehensive evaluation of model
robustness and susceptibility to two classification
tasks1: 3-way (trustworthy, propaganda, disinfor-
mation) and 4-way (clickbait, hoax, satire, conspir-
acy). Including both allows us to compare defense
and attack strategies across models at varied levels
of deception and evaluate method generalizability.

The 3-way task includes two extreme decep-
tive classes, propaganda and disinformation, and
seeks to differentiate them from “trustworthy”
sources (Derakhshan and Wardle, 2017). Due to
the stronger intent to deceive of these classes, we
expect a model to distinguish trustworthy news
more easily and expect more confusion when clas-
sifying news as either propaganda or disinforma-
tion. Misclassifications of these as trustworthy will
have a greater negative impact. To better identify
high-impact errors, we collapse disinformation and
propaganda into a single class as part of a binary
sub-task separating trustworthy from deceptive.

The 4-way task centers lesser deceptive content,
the classes included have a lower intent to deceive
and are more difficult to distinguish from one an-
other. For instance, satirical news sites produce hu-
morous content or social commentary rather than
deliberately false information and have a low intent
to deceive audiences (Fletcher and Nielsen, 2017).
Because of this inherent difference from the other
deceptive news types, we include a binary sub-task
separating satire from the remaining classes.

3.2 Data Collection and Annotation

Models were trained and tested on Twitter API
data. Our corpus comprises English retweets with
images from official news media Twitter accounts.
Class labels are based on “verified” news sources
and a public list of sources annotated along the
spectrum of deceptive content (Volkova et al.,
2017)2 from 2016. Thus, we limit our corpus to
that 12 month period of activity. The 3-way and
4-way task data consist of 54.5k and 2.5k tweets.

1Although we chose to use these two tasks, our framework
is task-agnostic and can be applied to any classification task.

2www.cs.jhu.edu/~svitlana/data/
SuspiciousNewsAccountList.tsv;
www.cs.jhu.edu/~svitlana/data/
VerifiedNewsAccountList.tsv

Although there are limits to source-level annota-
tions (e.g., tweets of different deceptive classes
shared from a single source), we advocate for focus
on news sources rather than individual stories, sim-
ilar to previous work (Vosoughi et al., 2018; Lazer
et al., 2018). We posit the definitive element of
deception to be the intent and tactics of the source.

3.3 Multimodal Deception Detection Models

We clean the tweet text by lowercasing and remov-
ing punctuation, mentions, hashtags, and URLs.
We encode biased and subjective language as
frequency vectors constructed from LIWC (Pen-
nebaker et al., 2001) and several lexical dictionaries
such as hedges and factives (Recasens et al., 2013)
which are often used for text classification (Rashkin
et al., 2017; Shu et al., 2019).

We implement a two-branch architecture3 that
leverages text, lexical features, and images. The
text branch consists of a pre-trained text embed-
ding layer, an LSTM layer, and a fully connected
layer. The output is concatenated to the lexical
feature vector before being passed to another fully
connected layer. In the second branch, we pass the
image vector through a fully connected, two layer
network. The combined text embeddings and lex-
ical features are concatenated with the processed
image representation which is then fed to a fully
connected network for classification. Our chosen
architecture resembles current systems in deploy-
ment and allows us to complete complex analyses.

3.4 Model Evaluation Methods

We perform a comprehensive evaluation for both
tasks over embeddings, defenses, and attacks. This
section describes our text perturbation methods and
our defense and attack frameworks.

3.4.1 Varying Text Representations
We consider three embedding techniques that have
shown state-of-the-art performance on several NLP
tasks: GLoVe (Pennington et al., 2014), ELMo (Pe-
ters et al., 2018), and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).
We recognize that each embedding method was
trained on separate data4, under different condi-
tions, and produces various sized vectors. Thus,
we fine-tune the embedding layer during training.

3Parameters selected by a random search: Adam optimizer,
10−6 learning rate, 0.2 drop out, and 10 training epochs.

4We use GloVe (Twitter 27B), ELMo
(tfhub.dev/google/elmo/2), and BERT
(github.com/huggingface/transformers)

www.cs.jhu.edu/~svitlana/data/SuspiciousNewsAccountList.tsv
www.cs.jhu.edu/~svitlana/data/SuspiciousNewsAccountList.tsv
www.cs.jhu.edu/~svitlana/data/VerifiedNewsAccountList.tsv
www.cs.jhu.edu/~svitlana/data/VerifiedNewsAccountList.tsv
tfhub.dev/google/elmo/2
github.com/huggingface/transformers
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Figure 1: Examples of adversarial perturbations.

3.4.2 Linguistic Variation
We examine how changes to text input affect model
performance using character and word perturba-
tions and focus on the impact of naive linguistic
variations in text. For character-level perturbations,
we randomly replace 25% of characters in each
tweet with a Unicode character that is indistinguish-
able from the original to a human (as shown in
Figure 1). This approach, known in computer secu-
rity as a homograph attack or script spoofing, has
been investigated to identify phishing or spam (Fu
et al., 2006b,a; Liu and Stamm, 2007) but has not
been applied in the NLP domain to our knowledge.
For word-level perturbations we randomly replace
25% of words with a nearest neighbor in the each
embedding space using Annoy5.

3.4.3 Defense Viewpoint
To evaluate the efficacy of common defenses to
guard against adversarial attacks – augmenting the
training data – we perturb our training set (Tr)
to varying degrees using each linguistic variation
strategy. We compare the following defenses:

• Tr: train with original examples;
• Tr50%: train with half of the examples per-

turbed;
• Tr

′
: train with all examples perturbed;

• Ensemble (E): majority vote of ensemble of
models trained on Tr, Tr50%, and Tr

′
.

Each defense has been perturbed for each embed-
ding type. For example, we train our models using
four variations of Tr50%: Tr50%C (50% of exam-
ples perturbed using the character-level attack), and
three Tr50%W defenses with 50% of the examples
perturbed using the word-level attack (Tr50%BERT ,
Tr50%ELMo, Tr50%GLoV e).

We use three sets of ensembles: (1) EC , an en-
semble of models trained with Tr, Tr50%C , and
Tr
′
C , (2) EW , an ensemble of models trained with

Tr, Tr50%W , and Tr
′
W , and (3) EC+W , an ensemble

of five models trained on Tr, Tr50%C , Tr
′
C , Tr50%W ,

and Tr
′
W . Higher confidence predictions are used

5https://github.com/spotify/annoy

in the case of ties.
We test the performance of models trained using

each defense on fully perturbed (Te
′
) and the orig-

inal, unperturbed test data (Te). Ideally, we want
models to perform well on both so we also con-
sider three Mixed test sets (Te + Te′C + Te′W ),
one for each Te

′
W (MixedBERT , MixedELMo,

and MixedGLoV e).

3.4.4 Attack Viewpoint
We also evaluate the impact of the linguistic pertur-
bations as adversarial attack strategies. The attack
test sets were perturbed similarly to the train sets:

• Te: original examples (no attack);
• Te

′
C : all examples perturbed (char-level);

• Te
′
W : all examples perturbed (word-level).

As with the defense viewpoint, we have four sets
of the Te

′
test data used to evaluate each attack

condition: Te
′
C , Te

′
BERT , Te

′
ELMo, Te

′
GLoV e.

3.4.5 High Confidence And High Impact
For researchers and end-users to establish trust in
the models they develop or use, it is essential to un-
derstand the circumstances in which a model would
make a highly confident misclassification. Inher-
ently, model confidence measures the certainty of a
prediction and quantifies the expertise and stability
of a model. We closely examine instances in which
our models have incorrectly predicted the class of
a tweet with high confidence (greater than 90%) to
identify potential weaknesses of the models.

Traditional performance metrics (F1 score, preci-
sion, recall) treat misclassifications with high confi-
dence and low confidence alike. While overall error
is an important measure, a model with a slightly
higher overall failure rate but lower confidence may
result in a better “worst case” outcome if appropri-
ately incorporated in a semi-automated or human-
in-the-loop deployment strategy that considers the
uncertainty of predictions or recommendations via
the model confidence before taking action.

We also examine high impact errors using the
binary sub-tasks for each classification task as de-
scribed above. In this analysis, we identify how
often models make significant errors. For example,
mistaking a post labeled as disinformation for trust-
worthy (an opposite class) rather than propaganda
(a similar class).

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we detail our results when evaluat-
ing different combinations of adversarial defenses

https://github.com/spotify/annoy
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3-way Character (∆Te′C ) Word (∆Te′W )
Defense BERT ELMo GloVe BERT ELMo GloVe
Tr +36% +34% +33% +37% +37% +38%
Tr50% +2% -2% -2% -1% -3% -3%
Tr

′
+1% -1% -1% -6% -21% -5%

EC +2% +4% +7% -5% -8% -0%
EW +14% +12% +15% +11% +21% +17%
EC+W +10% +7% +7% +7% +9% +3%
4-way Character (∆Te′C ) Word (∆Te′W )
Defense BERT ELMo GloVe BERT ELMo GloVe
Tr +14% +52% +0% +5% +53% +6%
Tr50% +32% +31% +36% +16% +10% +16%
Tr

′
+30% +30% +32% -7% -3% -5%

EC +11% +15% +2% +13% +17% +10%
EW +28% +48% +21% +8% +25% +6%
EC+W +17% +21% +22% +17% +9% +15%

Fewer errors on Te′ More errors on Te′

XX XX XX XX XX XX

Table 1: Relative difference in error rate for each task’s
perturbed test data (Te

′
) compared to original Te.

and attacks. In order to produce a holistic evalua-
tion of model susceptibility, we examine defenses
and attacks separately. Although we consider the
same model behavior, each position can highly im-
pact the interpretation of the findings and key take-
aways. We also want to understand model mis-
classifications, including those with high model
confidence and those that can have a greater neg-
ative effect in practice which we accomplish with
our high confidence and high impact analyses.

4.1 Defense Viewpoint

We compare results from the models trained on data
with varying degrees of perturbation to understand
which models provide the most effective defenses.
We define success in the defender case as the lowest
error rate across a variety of test data including
original (Te), perturbed (Te

′
), and combinations

of original and perturbed samples (Mixed). We
start by presenting the relative difference in error
rates which is the percentage increase or decrease
in the error rate of the perturbed (T̂ e

′
) and original

(T̂ e) test data. Relative difference is defined as:

∆Te′x =
T̂ e

′
x − T̂ e

T̂ e
(1)

where x represents perturbation type (char or word).
Relative difference results are shown in Table 1.

With the 3-way task, defenses across embed-
dings and test data appear effective and achieve
low relative percent differences with the excep-
tion of models trained with the original examples
(Tr). The Tr defense is ineffective against both

the character- and word-perturbed text (Te
′
C and

Te
′
W ). Intuitively, this could be seen as an "out of

domain" data attack where the perturbed test set has
significantly changed the original distribution such
that a model not trained on perturbed data is more
susceptible to errors. The EC models have a lower
relative difference in errors on Te

′
W than on Te

′
C

across all three embeddings used for text represen-
tations. Thus, an ensemble of models overcomes
the setback of out of domain data.

On Te
′
C data, we observe similar relative errors

between the three embeddings for all defense types;
however, the performance on Te

′
W is much more

varied with the largest change seen from the ELMo
embeddings, -1% relative difference from the Tr

′

model on Te
′
C and -21% relative difference from

the same defense on Te
′
W . We only see consistent

behavior with the Tr50% defense when tested on
Te and Te

′
across embedding strategies and attack

perturbations. A model trained on data containing
50% clean and 50% perturbed samples performs
almost equally on the clean and perturbed test sets
and exhibits less than a 5% difference in errors
between the test sets for all embeddings.

Dissimilarly, the 4-way task defenses display
higher relative differences in errors on Te

′
C and

Te
′
W with the exception of the Tr

′
defense. Under

the Te
′
W attack, Tr

′
is the only defense to achieve

fewer errors on the perturbed test set. We also see
more variation in the relative errors across embed-
dings for the same defenses. For instance, with
BERT, the Tr model defending against the Te

′
C

attack has a 14% relative error difference while the
equivalent ELMo and GloVe models have 52% and
0% relative error differences, respectively. This
trend appears across defenses and in some cases
highlights the ineffectiveness of these defenses.

With both tasks, there are fewer errors on Te
′
W

using Tr
′

as the defense, regardless of embedding
type, specifically 21% fewer errors on the 3-way
task and 3% fewer errors on the 4-way task with
ELMo embeddings. Although the results on the
tasks look dissimilar in terms of “best generaliz-
ability" (i.e., show good performance on both Te
and Te

′
), we see that character-based ensemble

models exhibit the most consistent defense across
tasks. The ability to have a single model (EC)
perform uniformly well across tasks outweighs
the slight performance increase with individual-
ized models per task. The ensemble defenses that
leverage character-based defenses (EC or EC+W )
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Figure 2: Defense effectiveness illustrated by error rate
as a function of defense strategy for each model when
tested on Te or Mixed (Te + Te

′

C + Te
′

W ) data.

are more generalizable to novel test data which is
beneficial when considering real-world data.

Performance on a variety of test data alone does
not indicate the best defense. If a given defense
performs similarly across datasets, it may simply
perform equally poorly. Pairing additional analy-
sis shown in Figure 2 with generalizability results
highlighted in Table 1, we can better investigate
effective defenses. In Figure 2, we plot the error
rates of each defense when paired with clean (Te)
or a mixed combination of clean and poisoned (Te
+ Te′C + Te′W ) examples. While the ELMo Tr
models in Table 1 had the highest relative differ-
ences in error, these models outperform the same
BERT and GloVe models. The best defenses (i.e.,
with the lowest error rates) are the same models
that were most consistently generalizable across
attack types – EC and EC+W . These results indi-
cate that defenses that include character-perturbed
training data (EC and EC+W ) are the most effec-
tive against character- and word-based attacks.

4.2 Attack Viewpoint

Next, we examine susceptibility to adversarial at-
tacks from the view of the attacker. We consider the
impact on model confidence, and we analyze how
a given attack impacts the uncertainty of classifi-
cations overall. For example, in a human-machine
teaming scenario, a deception detection model
would be used to flag content for a human fact-
checker who may rely on the model’s confidence
when choosing whether to trust the classification.

In Figure 3, KDE plots illustrate model confi-
dence distributions across examples from three test
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4
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Figure 3: Kernel density estimation (KDE) plots illus-
trating distribution of model confidences.
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Figure 4: Box plots showing the effectiveness of the
character and word perturbation attack tactics via error
rates across BERT-, ELMo-, and GloVe-based models.

sets. We find that Te
′
W peaks at lower model con-

fidences and flattens out as model confidence in-
creases. By contrast, Te and Te

′
C peak at a model

confidence close to 1. This shows that there is more
confusion for predictions made on word-perturbed
test data. If an analyst or end user relies on model
confidence when choosing to accept a prediction, a
significant difference in uncertainty of model clas-
sification can affect that decision. For example,
when testing on clean examples (Te), the shift to
a lower overall confidence may be enough to de-
grade the efficacy of the recommendation, even if
the model has correctly classified the example.

Having examined the impact of attacks on model
confidence, we next compare the effectiveness of
each attack tactic when success is defined by the
number of misclassifications. In Figure 4, box plots
show the number of misclassifications as error rates.
Te
′
C and Te

′
W attacks achieve similar median er-

ror rates in the 3-way task, and the maximum error
rates are greater for the character than the word
attacks. Although the 4-way task shows more dis-
crepancies across attacks, again we see the charac-
ter attacks display larger rates of error. With both
tasks, we see the largest number of misclassifica-
tions typically result from character-based attacks.

Of note, the impact on the 3-way task is con-
sistent across embedding types and attacks (the
median error rates range from 56% to 59%). We
see the widest range and largest maximum error
rate with ELMo- and GloVe-based models when
attacked with character-perturbed text. Contrastly,
the 4-way task displays similar trends across em-
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Figure 5: Error rates highlighting the prevalence of high confidence (> 90%) errors when tested on each dataset.

beddings but not across attack types. Although we
see a greater range of error rates with the word at-
tacks, the character attacks achieve a larger median
and mean error rates than either Te or Te

′
W .

4.3 High Confidence Misclassifications

Next, we examine high confidence misclassifica-
tions which are integral to understanding model
behavior and the limitations faced by deceptive
news detection approaches. Figure 5 highlights
error rates across test data distinguishing high con-
fidence (> 90%) from lower confidence (≤ 90%).

With the 3-way task, we observe that high confi-
dence misclassifications account for a majority of
all errors from the Tr

′
W models (85.7% of errors

with the Te
′
W attack are considered high confi-

dence). This is larger than the errors from any of
the other models. We also notice one exception to
this finding: the Tr

′
W ELMo model makes very

few (less than 0.5%) high confident incorrect pre-
dictions for the Te

′
W test set. With the 4-way task,

we do not see the same frequency of high confi-
dence errors although Tr50%W displays high rates of
high confidence misclassifications on BERT and
ELMo models when tested with Te and Te

′
C .

Previously, we detailed stronger performance
from the EC and EC+W defenses. As shown in
Figure 5, both ensemble defenses display the low-
est (or second lowest) error rates across attacks.
Moreover, these models exhibit sparse high confi-
dence misclassifications when reviewing averaged
confidence scores across ensembled models. This
is advantageous model behavior in a real-world set-
ting when predicted model confidences must act
as a proxy for uncertainty, and, in instances when
ground truth labels are unknown, as a means to

calibrate users’ trust in model classifications.

4.4 High Impact Misclassifications

Finally, we contrast model performance for each
task and our devised binary sub-tasks (trustworthy
versus deceptive for the 3-way task and satire ver-
sus not satire for the 4-way task). Figure 6 demon-
strates model tendencies towards high impact mis-
classifications across defenses, embeddings, and
test sets. A higher binary F1 score indicates fewer
high impact misclassifications – i.e., more errors
due to misclassifications among similar classes as
compared to more errors due to misclassifications
among significantly different classes. All models
exhibit higher F1 scores on the binary sub-task than
the multiclass task, as would be expected since the
binary task presents an “easier” problem with an
increased random chance for correct classification.

We examine consistent trends for each test set
(indicated by color) or embedding type (indicated
by mark size) across defenses. Values plotted in
the same color cluster more consistently than those
plotted in the same size. Two defenses show the
most consistency in performance across configura-
tions. Tr50%W displays low performance on both the
binary and multiclass formulations of the 3-way
task and Tr

′
C displays high performance (relative

to each task) across formulations for both the 3-
way and 4-way tasks, with more consistency and
higher performance on the 4-way task. Similar
to Tr

′
C , Tr50%C displays high performance across

both tasks, although this defense is more consis-
tent on the 3-way task. Although the Tr model
is the best configuration when testing on Te, the
Tr model shows much lower efficacy when tested
against both attacks. Overall, configurations using
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Figure 6: Binary F1 (BF1) as a function of multiclass F1 (MF1). Dashed lines indicate equal performance.

the character-based defenses result in the fewest
overall high impact misclassifications.

Interestingly, we see that defenses are more ef-
fective at the binary sub-task for the 4-way clas-
sification (satire versus not satire) than the binary
sub-task for the 3-way classification (trustworthy
versus deceptive). Both trustworthy and deceptive
news media attempt to present the information and
news they share as factual, truthful content. In con-
trast, satire is distinct from other types of deceptive
news as well as distinct from trustworthy news
sources because it does not intend to present con-
tent as factual or accurate. This distinction between
the classes considered in the binary sub-tasks can
explain the observed difference in performance.

5 Discussion and Future Work

Linguistic variation in text (adversarial or other-
wise) is frequently encountered in real-world set-
tings. As such, we have presented extensive evalu-
ations concerning the robustness of deception de-
tection models to perturbed inputs. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to evaluate model
susceptibility in regards to adversarial linguistic
attacks, investigate model behavior behind high
confident or high impact failures, and present effec-
tive defensive strategies to these types of attacks.
Our comprehensive set of perturbation experiments
identify key findings from not only the defender
perspective (the most effective strategy of defense
across multiple or combined attacks) but also the
attacker perspective (the most effective method of
attack) – a focus of analysis not previously studied.
In regard to the defense viewpoint, we show that
ensemble-based approaches leveraging perturbed

(adversarial) and non-perturbed (original) training
examples perform consistently well. With the at-
tack viewpoint, character-based attacks hinder per-
formance regardless or model, defense, or task.

Our adversarial analyses have also illustrated the
danger of relying on single performance metrics.
Models that achieve optimal performance on a spe-
cific task or adversarial situation may significantly
under-perform with slight alterations in scope or
context. For example, although the EC and EC+W

models saw second best performance on either clas-
sification task, they outperformed the “best mod-
els” when considering all possible attacks. The
models with the highest overall performance were
also not consistently found to have the lowest high
confidence or high impact misclassifications – an
important consideration if a model is being consid-
ered for use on live platforms where decisions can
significantly impact users.

The results highlighted in this work provide jus-
tification for enhanced development and analysis of
deception detection models. Although we rely on a
consistent model architecture in order to make eq-
uitable comparisons across tasks and datasets, the
evaluation framework we present can be replicated
with additional models, complex architectures, and
variants in test data. This work relies on uniform
perturbation attacks as opposed to strategic per-
turbation strategies that target specific substrings –
such as pseudonymous terms, phrases, or monikers.
Subsequent experiments will investigate more com-
plex strategic attacks and their ability to evade or
confuse deception detection models.
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